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Abstract
The goal of our paper is to develop and present a novel methodology of social innovation among management students. In our paper we present the understanding of the management students’ perceptions about social innovation which represents the first stage of developing and adjusting social innovation methodology to management education curriculum at a business school. Social innovation methodology is researched and implemented. We gained results in two research phases; in 2014 and 2015. Altogether, we present the results of social innovation methodology by analyzing the questionnaire results of 239 students. Social innovation achieves a systematic change for the benefit of people and planet by using specially adjusted methods for an identified social challenge. Social innovation methodology and its usage in management education setting proved to be an under-researched and highly useful didactic tool to empower students about global and local management issues.
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Introduction
Social innovation (Osburg et al., 2013; Goldsmith, 2010) is a novel methodological approach that means “innovation in social relations” (Moulaert et al., 2015, p. 2). Social innovation is an ongoing field of research for three reasons (Moulaert et al., 2015, p. 3): 1) most of the social problems in our societies are far from being solved, and new ones are likely to arise as globalization, competitive pressures and free-market policies will continue to shape the socio-economic functioning of the society; 2) research methodologies on social innovation are far from being stabilized or agreed upon by all researchers and stakeholders; 3) how to position research about social innovation in social setting: cross learning and dialogue among researchers and field practitioners need to advance.

Our motive to carry out this research was to spread the awareness of social innovation among our students (Kezar et al., 2011) and see how well they are aware of social entrepreneurship, therefore our research question was: “How do business students understand social innovation?” Purpose of the paper is to develop and present a novel methodology of social innovation among management students (Hargreaves et al., 2006). In order to gain potential usefulness of proposed social
innovation methodology, students first need to be exposed to real life examples (Bertoncelj et al., 2011) and inspiring cases of local and social entrepreneurs (Boss, 2016).

We present the understanding of the management students’ perceptions about social innovation which represents the first stage of developing and adjusting social innovation methodology to management education curriculum at a business school. We present the results of a longitudinal research, during 2014 and 2015, by analyzing the results of 239 students.

Social innovation methodology
Social innovation incorporates several different techniques, such as participant observations, ethnography, interviewing, life histories, focus groups, visual analysis, landscape interpretation, archival research, textual and discourse analysis in a unique combination according to the needs of the research project (Konstantatos et al., 2015, p. 275). Qualitative techniques aid the need to uncover relations which we cannot easily observe, however they do inform and direct “socially creative initiatives” (Konstantatos et al., 2015, p. 279). “The ontology of knowledge in social innovation analysis and practice calls for a researcher’s positioning towards the genesis of the views of the world as a social process and the outcome as socially reproduced, therefore never reaching completion and always critically reinterpreted” (Moulaert in Konstantatos et al., 2015, p. 282). “Assets and strengths based development approaches have research strategies within their practice which link general and local relations and conditions to knowledge to enable action. The strategies most commonly used derive from qualitative, critical action research methodologies and appreciative inquiry methods; methods which resonate strongly with the concerns of social innovation research” (Kunnen et al., 2015, p. 285). “Social innovation clearly shows that research cannot be the responsibility of a single social science discipline, nor entrusted to theoretical and empirical analysis only, but that it has, instead, a strong action orientation” (Moulaert et al., 2015, p. 14).

Peter Drucker identified social innovation as the new dimension of management science (Moulaert et al., 2015, p. 14) and used it as the tool to satisfy the need for human synergies within management. Social innovation is path dependent and contextual as it is “a scientific concept that should include the search for improvement of human existence, a better equilibrium in living together, together within the evolution of relations between human beings and the initiation of actions to improve the human and natural condition (Moulaert et al., 2015, p. 16-17).

Methodology
We used qualitative methodology (Denzin et al., 2005), specifically an open-ended questionnaire as part of the structured social innovation methodology (Murray et al., 2010). We advanced the first year’s questionnaire and in this paper we provide the results of how students perceive and understand social innovation in their environment. Social innovation methodology was implemented as the driver of transdisciplinary research and a guide for collective action (Klein, 2015, p. 9). We gained from societal perspective and epistemological perspective as social innovation is considered an alternative development strategy (Klein, 2015, p. 9).
Results
Our result, gained from 104 students of management in 2014 state that students connect environmental protection with waste management and recycling, the most frequently (Figure 1).

Figure 1
Word Frequency of Environmental Protection Perception among Students

Source: Author

Students perceive social innovation mainly as a systematic advancement of society (Table 1). It is shown that social innovation is seen as targeted mostly at social issues, neglecting somehow natural resources.
Table 1
Main themes of students’ social innovation perception

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Themes</th>
<th>Proof Quote</th>
<th>Area of Interest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social Responsibility of a Company</td>
<td>“self-sufficient, sustainable company”                                                                HEMAA</td>
<td>Business Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“strengthening of the society through new ideas, strategies, concepts that solve the needs of the society”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novelty, New Approach towards Solving Social Problems, Thinking Approach</td>
<td>“thinking together in order to contribute to the advancement of the society as a whole”</td>
<td>Creative Thinking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Consciousness</td>
<td>“consciousness of the society that it deals with contemporary challenges and searches for solutions in an innovative way”</td>
<td>Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“good for the society, humanity”                                                                HEMAA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“idea useful for advancement and better future”                                                                HEMAA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“integrity of social development”                                                                HEMAA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“novelty, advancement in society and environment that encourages us towards efficiency and creativity”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“better quality of life”                                                                HEMAA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Protection and Ecological Development</td>
<td>“protection the environment and do something useful for your health”</td>
<td>Ecology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“development of a society so that the society lives in a better environment”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustainable Development</td>
<td>“solving social problems in a sustainable way”                                                                HEMAA</td>
<td>Sustainability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“something that benefits the society, not only individuals”                                                                HEMAA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“establishing a better life for our successors”                                                                HEMAA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“achievable growth for all”                                                                HEMAA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“innovation that benefits the masses and is achievable to all”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvement of Social Relations</td>
<td>“change, novelty that is with the help of entrepreneurship implemented into the society for the achievement of better social conditions”</td>
<td>Entrepreneurship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“increasing the productivity of the economy”                                                                HEMAA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Data gathered in 2015 on a sample of 135 students.
Source: Own questionnaire

Discussion
As demonstrated, we can firmly state that we need to work further on raising awareness about social innovation methodology, that can serve to our students as a learning tool but also as a methodology that can help them identify the needs of their clients and stakeholders. Students showed maturity in their relationship towards social problems, however due to the name “social” in social innovation we need to
make them aware that social innovation deals with Global goals that also deal with the creative protection of natural resources.

Main themes highlight that students understood the essence of social innovation that is its systemic orientation. Nevertheless, further research needs to be taken to establish a common definition of social innovation as for now many definitions co-exist and we can find common ground in the sense that all definitions suppose the following three key mechanisms that are driving contemporary social innovation (Center for Social Innovation, 2015): 1) exchange of ideas and values; 2) shifts in roles and relationships; 3) integration of private capital with public and philanthropic support.

**Conclusion**

Social innovation achieves a systematic change for the benefit of people and planet by using specially adjusted methods for an identified social challenge. Social innovation methodology and its usage in management education setting proved to be an under-researched and highly useful didactic tool to empower students about global and local management issues.

Limitations of our study go in line with a limited sample size on one Business School in Slovenia. Further research direction is proposed to go in spreading the sample on Business Schools in the region and research the social innovation development in the region.
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